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ABSTRACT: Van der Waals (vdW) heterostructures of perovskites and transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDCs) have attracted increased interest owing to their extraordinary
optoelectronic properties and encouraging applications. Two-dimensional (2D) TMDCs,
i.e., hafnium disulfide (HfS2), are also interesting because of their unique optoelectronic
properties. Therefore, the combination of these different types of materials is very smart
in terms of the fundamental science of interface interaction, as well as for the
understanding of ultrathin optoelectronic devices with superior performance. Here, we
have systematically modeled the 2D CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW heterostructure by using
first-principles calculations. The substituted interface has enhanced visible-light
sensitivity and photoelectrocatalytic activity by reducing the transition energies. The
interfacial interaction of both materials effectively tunes the band gap of the interface;
therefore, it would significantly improve the photoreactivity for solar cell applications.
Due to the presence of small effective masses of electrons−holes, high optical absorption
on the order of 105 and high spectroscopic limited maximum efficiency of 28.45% in the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW heterostructure
will be better candidates in the field of absorber materials. The considered systems are expected to be more efficient in separating the
photogenerated electrons−holes and active in the visible spectrum. These theoretical results suggest that the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2
vdW heterostructure may lead to many novel applications in efficient light-absorbing materials for photovoltaic applications.
KEYWORDS: 2D perovskite/HfS2 vdW heterostructure, electronic properties, charge transfer mechanism, optical properties,
spectroscopic limited maximum efficiency (SLME)

■ INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, hybrid organic−inorganic lead halide perovskites
have greatly attracted interest toward photovoltaic absorber
materials due to their remarkable optoelectronic properties such
as high optical absorption spectra in the visible region, tunable
band gap, and long electron−hole diffusion lengths.1−3 These
interesting properties are very useful in solar cells, and it is
reported that the power conversion efficiency has been
significantly enhanced in the lead halide perovskites-based
solar cells in the past few years along with their values of 22.7%.
Apart from this, there are several more applications of
CH3NH3PbI3 perovskites such as light-emitting diodes, lasers,
and photodetectors.4−6 The general chemical formula of
organic−inorganic perovskites is ABX3 where A = CH3NH3

+, B
= Pb2+, Sn2+, and X = halide elements in which the highly studied
perovskite structure is methylammonium lead iodide perovskite
(CH3NH3PbI3), and it displayed a high optical absorption
coefficient on the order of 105 cm−1, long carrier diffusion length
of 100 μm, and radiative efficiency exceeding 90%.7−9

Recently, the 2D sheet of CH3NH3PbI3 perovskites was
synthesized experimentally, and they found that the 2D
CH3NH3PbI3 perovskites have larger exciton binding energy,
higher photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) than bulk
counterparts due to the quantum confinement effect.10−13

Additionally, a tunable electronic band gap can be controlled by
increasing/decreasing the thickness of 2D CH3NH3PbI3
perovskites.10,14 Accordingly, the preparation of the hetero-
structure of 2D perovskites with the other 2D layered materials
is expected to provide a new exciting phenomenon and to
explore the physical/chemical properties of the individual
constituents. 2D monolayers of semiconducting transition
metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are the best favorable
candidates for optoelectronic properties, for example, molybde-
num disulfide (MoS2), tungsten disulfide (WS2), and hafnium
disulfide (HfS2).

15−17 Some of the TMDC monolayers have
direct band gaps in the visible region such asMoS2, WS2, MoSe2,
WSe2, MoTe2, etc.; whereas the TMDC HfS2 monolayer
displayed the indirect band gap, and it contains a three atom
thick layered 2D structure.18,19 The TMDC 2D 1T-HfS2
monolayer shows exciting electronic and optical properties.19

Additionally, the 1T-HfS2 monolayer has a direct band gap of
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1.29 eV,20 and it shows other promising properties such as
ultrahigh room temperature carrier mobility, chemical stability,
mechanical flexibility, sheet current density, and reasonable
band gap.19,21 Due to these exciting properties of the 1T-HfS2
monolayer, it is a very useful application in the fields of
photocatalyst, field-effect transistors, photodetectors, photo-
transistor, and thermoelectric.19,22,23

Generally, heterostructure materials displayed relatively
superior electronic, interfacial, and optical properties with
respect to the layers of individual materials.24 The interfacial
charge transfer mechanism in heterostructure materials depends
on some physical/chemical parameters, for example, surface
behavior, interfacial characteristics, their band edge alignments,
and charge carrier mobility.24 Recently, it was found that the
CH3NH3PbI3/TiO2 heterostructure significantly enhanced the
optical absorption strength in the visible region and photo-
electrocatalytic mechanism. Also, interfaces of the hetero-
structure are more efficient in separation of the photogenerated
electron−hole.25 It was also reported that the CH3NH3PbI3/
TiO2 heterostructure shows an electric power conversion
efficiency (PCE) of 7.3% for photovoltaic cells.26 In addition,
the CH3NH3PbI3/WS2 heterostructure has been investigated
for high performance ultrathin optoelectronic devices.27 Apart
from this, the CH3NH3PbI3/MoS2 heterostructure was
demonstrated for ultrafast charge transfer at the interface,28

and it was also reported that it displayed a high PCE of 18.31%
which will be very useful for stable photovoltaic devices.29 There
are several other perovskites/TMDC heterostructures that were
demonstrated for various device performances.30−33

Motivated by these interesting works on perovskites/TMDC
heterostructures, we have selected the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2
heterostructure. In the present work, we mainly focused on
the structural, electronic, and optical properties and charge
transfer mechanism at the interface of a CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2
vdW heterostructure using first-principles calculations based on
Density Functional Theory (DFT). When the CH3NH3PbI3
material is placed on the surface of the HfS2 material, then the
band edges of both materials are altered accordingly, and it
forms a semiconductor−semiconductor heterostructure. The
work function analysis showed that the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2
vdW heterostructure lies between the pristine HfS2 and
CH3NH3PbI3 structures; therefore, redistribution of charge
occurs in the whole structure, and some of the charge transfer
occurs at the interface due to it generating an internal electric
field. Further, optical properties of the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW
heterostructure have high optical absorption in the visible region
as compared to the pristine HfS2 and CH3NH3PbI3 structures.

Also, we have investigated the spectroscopic limited maximum
efficiency (SLME) of the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW hetero-
structure. Due to the presence of strong optical absorption in the
visible region, the high value of SLME shows it is a very superior
candidate for photocatalytic and photovoltaic applications.

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The electronic structure calculations are based on the projected
augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotential34 applied to describe the
interactions between core and valence electrons as implemented in the
Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code.34,35 The Perdew−
Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)36 functional is used to describe the exchange-
correlation interactions. To describe the van der Waals (vdW)
interactions between the HfS2 and CH3NH3PbI3 interface, we have
used Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction (DFT-D3).37 To get the
accurate electronic band gap, we have used the hybrid HSE06
functional38 with a screening parameter (μ) of 0.2 Å−1 and mixing
parameter (α) of 25%. To prevent the physical interaction between the
periodic image, we have selected 15 Å thick along the z-direction. An
energy cutoff of 500 eV is used to describe the valence electrons for the
plane-wave basis set. The conjugate-gradient (CG) algorithm is used
during the structural optimization, and ions are fully relaxed until the
residual force on each atom is less than 10−3 eV/Å. For self-consistent
field (SCF) calculations, the energy convergence criteria are set as 1 ×
10−6 eV. The k-point meshes with the Monkhorst−Pack scheme is
sampled by 15 × 15 × 1 for the 1T-HfS2 monolayer, 6 × 8 × 6 for the
CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite, and 2 × 3 × 1 for the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2
vdW heterostructure which were employed for the electronic structure
calculations. The Bader charge approach is employed39 to see the
charge transfer mechanism between the HfS2 and CH3NH3PbI3
interface.

Further, to calculate the structural mismatch, we have chosen the (5
× 2 × 1) supercell of the 1T-HfS2 monolayer and the (2 × 1 × 1)
supercell of the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite, and it is calculated by the
following relation

a
a a

a
100HfS Perovskite

HfS

2

2

Δ =
| − |

×
i

k
jjjjjj

y

{
zzzzzz (1)

where aHf S2 and aPerovskite represent the lattice parameters of the HfS2
monolayer and CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite, respectively. From the above
equation, the calculated lattice mismatch Δa is found to be 3.07% and
0.4% along the a and b directions, respectively, which is favorable to
make the heterostructure.40

Also, to check the thermodynamic stability of the vdW
heterostructure, we have investigated the adhesion energy, and it is
represented by the following equation

E E E Eadh Perovskite HfS Perovskite HfS/ 2 2
= − − (2)

Figure 1. Fully optimized structures of the 2D 1T-HfS2 monolayer with (a) top and (b) side views. The optimized structure of the CH3NH3PbI3
perovskite with (c) top and (d) side views. The atomic representations are presented by spherical balls at the bottom of Figure 1(d).
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where EPerovskite, EHf S2, and EPerovskite/Hf S2 represent the total energy of
pristine Perovskite, HfS2, and Perovskite/HfS2 vdw heterostructure
systems, respectively. The calculated Eadh is found to be −10.13 eV
(≈−45.47 meV/Å2) which is relatively lower than previously reported
vdW heterostructures.40,41

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure and Electronic Properties of 2D 1T-HfS2 and

CH3NH3PbI3 Perovskite. The optimized structures of 2D 1T-
HfS2 and the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite with top and side views
are presented in Figure 1a−d. The optimized lattice constant of
the 1T-HfS2 monolayer with a rectangular unit cell is a = 3.65 Å
and b = 6.32 Å, and the corresponding bond length between the
Hf and S atoms is 2.54 Å which is highly consistent with previous
literature.22,23 The optimized lattice parameter of the ortho-
rhombic CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite is found to be a = 8.84 Å, b =
12.59 Å, and c = 8.56 Å which is good agreement with previous
work.42,43

Further, we have investigated the orbital contributed
electronic band structures and electronic density of states
(DOS) for both considered materials. From the orbital
contributed band structure of the 1T-HfS2 monolayer (see
Figure 2a), the top of the valence band is dominated by S p-

orbitals, and the bottom of the conduction band mainly
originates from Hf d-orbitals. It was also seen that the Hf s-
orbitals have a deep energy label in the valence band around −4
eV. It means that the interband transition first occurs from S p-
states in the valence band to Hf d-states of the conduction band,
and the valence and conduction bands are separated by 1.29 eV
using the GGA-PBE functional (i.e., it shows a semiconducting
nature with an indirect band gap) which is in good agreement
with previous work.22,23 Figure 2b shows the orbital contributed
electronic band structure of the CH3NH3PbI3 material. The I p-
orbitals have the main contribution at the top of the valence
band, whereas the conduction band is mainly made by Pb p-
orbitals. Therefore, the interband transition occurs between the

valence and conduction bands from I p-states to Pb p-states. The
CH3NH3PbI3 material displayed the semiconducting behaviors
because valence and conduction bands are separated by 1.74 eV,
and it shows a direct band gap semiconductor.
In addition, the total and projected density of states of 2D 1T-

HfS2 and the CH3NH3PbI3 bulk perovskite are presented in
Figure 2a,b. From Figure 2a, S p-states are mainly contributed
near the Fermi level in the valence bandmaximum (VBM) in the
electronic density of states of 1T-HfS2, whereas conduction
band minimum (CBM) is made by Hf d-states which is found in
the electronic band structure. It was also seen that the small
contribution comes from Hf p- and Hf d-states in VBM and S p-
states in CBM. The I p-states are mainly contributed near the
Fermi level in the VBM, while the Pb p-states have a higher
contribution in CBM which has similar contributions that
appear in the electronic band structure (see Figure 2b).

Charge Transfer Mechanism in the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2
vdW Heterostructure. Figure 3a shows the charge density

Figure 2. Orbital contributed electronic band structures and
corresponding projected density of states: (a) 2D 1T-HfS2 monolayer
and (b) CH3NH3PbI3 bulk perovskite. The Fermi level is set to zero.

Figure 3. (a) Charge density difference plot of the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2
vdW heterostructure and (b) planar charge density difference profile at
the interface of the vdW heterostructure. The yellow and cyan colors
represent the charge accumulation and charge depletion region. (c)
Electrostatic potential profile of the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW
heterostructure along the z-direction. (d,e) Other orientations of the
charge density difference plot and corresponding electron localized
function (ELF) of the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW heterostructure. The
isosurface is set as 3 × 10−4 e/Å−3.
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difference profile of the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdw heterostructure
which is calculated by the following equation

HfS NH PbI HfS CH NH PbI/CH2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3
ρ ρ ρ ρΔ = − − (3)

where ρHf S2 is the charge density of HfS2, ρCH3NH3PbI3 is the charge

density of CH3NH3PbI3, and ρHf S2/CH3NH3PbI3 shows the charge
density of the complex CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 structure. The
significant electron cloud is presented at the interface of the
CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW structure (see Figure 3a,d). It means
that some of the electron transfer occurred between the
CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW structure. Figure 3 displayed the
planar-averaged electron density difference profile. It was seen
that the positive charge appears at the HfS2 surface, whereas the
negative charge has the CH3NH3PbI3 surface. Therefore, we can
say that the HfS2 monolayer transfers some electrons to the
CH3NH3PbI3 surface through the vdW gap. To get the exact
amount of electron transfer between the surface, we have
investigated the Bader charge analysis. From the Bader charge
analysis, the HfS2 monolayer transfers 0.99 e− to the
CH3NH3PbI3 surface. The direction of electron transfer is
confirmed by electrostatic potential and the corresponding work
function of the considered materials (see Figure 3c). The
calculated work function of the HfS2 and CH3NH3PbI3
structures is found to be 5.70 and 6.05 eV, respectively. When
the CH3NH3PbI3 structure is placed on the surface of the HfS2
structure, then it is found to be 5.91 eV of the CH3NH3PbI3/
HfS2 vdW heterostructure. This value lies between the HfS2 and
CH3NH3PbI3 structures. Due to the presence of the 0.35 eV
energy difference in electrostatic potential, it generates an
internal electric field at the interfacial surface. In addition, these
differences in energy displayed redistribution of charge in the
vdW heterostructure. The calculated value of the work function
is 5.70 eV for HfS2 and is relatively lower as compared to the
CH3NH3PbI3 (6.05 eV) structure; therefore, the CH3NH3PbI3/
HfS2 vdW heterostructure shows spontaneous interfacial
electron transfer from HfS2 to the CH3NH3PbI3 side. It is
well-known that charge transfer always occurs from lower
potential to higher potential40 which is found to be a similar
trend in the present work. Due to the built-in electric field and
significant charge transfer at the interface of the CH3NH3PbI3/
HfS2 vdW heterostructure, it will effectively enhance the
photogenerated electron (e−) and hole (h+) pairs, i.e., the
photoexcited e− tends to distribute at the HfS2 side, whereas h

+

tends to distribute at the surface of CH3NH3PbI3. Additionally,
Figure 4 displayed the band alignment of HfS2 and

CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite materials in which valence and
conduction band edges are investigated by first-principles
calculations for both materials. It is confirmed that its band
alignment exhibits a type-II (staggered) semiconductor. From
Figure 4, it is clearly seen that the electron transfer occurs from
the HfS2 to the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite layer. It is reported that
the type-II donor−acceptor heterointerface can easily promote
the transfer of electrons and holes which effectively separate at
the interface.44 From these results, we can say that it would
significantly decrease the charge carrier recombination and
enhance the photocatalytic activity as well, as it will be beneficial
for solar cell applications.
Further to check the chemical bonding mechanism between

the HfS2 and CH3NH3PbI3 structures, we have investigated the
electron localization function (ELF) (see Figure 3e). The
different color is represented by the color map on the right side
of Figure 3e in which the red color means electrons are highly
localized, whereas no localization of electrons is available at the
blue color side. It was seen that the Hf−S pairs are slightly
localized because between the Hf−S bonds the color scheme
value is around 0.5. Similar trends are found between the atomic
bonds in the CH3NH3PbI3 structure; therefore, C−H, N−H,
C−N, and Pb−I pairs have slightly localized. Additionally, along
the interfacial surface between the HfS2 and CH3NH3PbI3, there
is no localization of electrons found because the color scheme is
completely blue between the S−I, S−H, S−C, and S−N atoms.
At the interface of the vdW heterostructure, the ELF values are
smaller than∼0.25 which confirmed the chemical bond between
the interface of the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 system atoms is absent.

Optical Properties and Spectroscopic Limited Max-
imum Efficiency (SLME). Now, we will discuss the optical
properties of the pristine 1T-HfS2 monolayer and the bulk
CH3NH3PbI3 structure as well as the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW
heterostructure. The calculated optical properties such as real
and imaginary parts of dielectric function, refractive index,
extinction coefficient, optical absorption coefficient, and
electron energy loss function as a function of photon energy
which varies from 0 to 8 eV are presented in Figure S1 and
Figure S2 (see the Supporting Information). Figure 5 shows the
optical absorption coefficient in which the photon energy is
plotted up to 4 eV. For solar cell applications, it is necessary to
have high optical absorption in the visible region of the solar
spectrum that occupies 45% of the whole solar spectrum
range.45 The optical absorption generally depends on the
interband transition probability of the carriers from the valence
and conduction bands. The dipole transition matrix element
(p2) is presented as corresponding electronic band structures of
pristine 1T-HfS2 and bulk CH3NH3PbI3 (see Figure 5a,b). It
was seen that the electronic band lines are highly dispersive
VBM and CBM around G-M/G-Y andM-K/G-Y directions and
have lower effective mass (see Table 1) and high electron
mobility which shows low recombination rates of electrons and
holes46 for 1T-HfS2 and bulk CH3NH3PbI3 systems, respec-
tively. From the orbital contributed electronic band structure,
VBM is dominated by S p-orbitals, whereas CBM is dominated
by Hf d-orbitals which are located around G and M points,
respectively. Figure 5a for 1T-HfS2 exhibits high transition
probability located around M points; and their interband
transition occurs from S p-states to Hf d-states, and relatively
small transition probability is found at G points as compared to
M points. It means that at that band edges, it will give reasonably
high optical absorption. In the case of the bulk CH3NH3PbI3
structure, the VBM is mainly dominated by I p-orbitals, while

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the type-II band alignment and
charge transfer mechanism between the 2D HfS2 monolayer and
CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite material.
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the CBM mainly originates from Pd p-orbitals and is located
around G points toward the X and Y directions. It shows high
interband transition probability at G points, as well as G-X and
G-Y directions which appear at G and G-X/G-Y points and
directions from I p-states to Pb p-states, and a small part of the
interband transition occurs between U-R points from VBM to
CBM (see the shaded region in Figure 5b). It means that when
photon energy is incident on the CH3NH3PbI3 surface, then
high interband transition/high optical absorption occurs at
those high symmetry points.
More importantly, when we make the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2

vdW heterostructure as shown in Figure 6a, then its electronic
properties are significantly changed (see Figure 6b). We have

selected the vdW heterostructure that has approximately 1.8 nm
thickness in which CH3NH3PbI3 is situated on the top side and
HfS2 is placed at the bottom side. The electronic band structure
of the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW heterostructure shows semi-
conducting behaviors with the direct band gap of 0.52 eV with
the GGA-PBE functional and 1.04 eV using the hybrid HSE06
functional. From the transition probability profile, the maximum
interband transition occurs between X-S and U-R points from
the valence band to conduction. It means that high optical
absorption is found along X-S and U-R points when photon
energy is incident on the surface of the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW
heterostructure. Figure 5c shows the optical absorption on
pristine HfS2 and CH3NH3PbI3 as well as its vdW hetero-
structure. It is clearly seen that the optical absorption enhanced
significantly in the vdW heterostructure in the visible region. It
means that more solar spectrum light is absorbed by the
CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW heterostructure in the visible region.
Therefore, it could be a promising application as a great light
absorber material.
Further, we have investigated the SLME parameter for the

CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW heterostructure to check the photo-
voltaic application. The SLME parameter for maximum
achievable solar cell efficiency is calculated by using the band
gapmaterial and optical absorption coefficient. The details of the
calculations (i.e., related equations) are presented in the

Figure 5. Electronic band structure and corresponding transition probability (p2) of (a) the pristine 2D 1T-HfS2 monolayer and (b) bulk
CH3NH3PbI3 material. The shaded region with pink and green colors in the electronic band structure represents themaximum transition probability of
electrons from valence band maximum to conduction band minimum. (c) Optical absorption spectra of the pristine 1T-HfS2 monolayer, bulk
CH3NH3PbI3 material, and CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW heterostructure.

Table 1. EffectiveMass of Electrons (me*/m0) andHoles (mh*/
m0) of the Pristine 1T-HfS2 Monolayer and Bulk
CH3NH3PbI3 Material

parameter remarks

1T-HfS2
mh* 0.24 (G-M) 0.30 (G-K)
me* 2.40 (M-G) 0.23 (M-K)
CH3NH3PbI3
me* 0.31 (G-X) 0.25 (G-Y)
mh* 0.68 (G-X) 0.09 (G-Y)

Figure 6. (a) Fully optimized structure with top and side views shows the thickness of the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW heterostructure and (b) electronic
band structure and transition probability (p2) of the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW heterostructure.
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Supporting Information. The optimized vertical distance
between the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW heterostructure is found
to be 2.77 Å, and the total thickness of materials is∼1.8 nm (see
Figure 6a). We have considered the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW
heterostructure to calculate the thickness dependent SLME
which is presented in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows the SLME value,

as the function of film thickness varies from 0.01 to 10 μm. The
SLME value increases very sharply up to 5 μm, and at 10 μm, it
becomes constant. It means that when the film thickness is 10
μm, then its value is found to be 28.45%; whereas at the half film
thickness of 5 μm, then its value is 27% (see the red dotted line in
Figure 7) that is relatively high as compared to some of the
layered materials such as AB-stacked MoGe2N4 (15.44%), 2D
semiconducting tin perovskites (CH3(CH2)3NH3)2-
(CH3NH3)n−1SnnI3n+1 (n = 3) (24.6%), and (AEQT)SnI4 in
which AEQT = H3NC2H4C16H8S4C2H4NH3

2+; X = Cl, Br, I
(20.8%).46−49 It means that the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW
heterostructure would be a better candidate for solar cell
application. From the above investigations, the presence of high
optical absorption on the order of 105, suitable band gap, and
significantly higher SLME values confirming the CH3NH3PbI3/
HfS2 vdW heterostructure will be a potential candidate for
photovoltaic application.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have systematically investigated structural, electronic, and
optical properties of the CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW hetero-
st ructure us ing firs t -pr inciples ca lculat ions . The
CH3NH3PbI3/HfS2 vdW heterostructure displayed intrinsic
properties including electronic band gaps of pristine 1T-HfS2
and bulk CH3NH3PbI3 structures which are very close to the
Shockley−Queisser (SQ) limit and strong optical absorption.
From work function analysis, the 1T-HfS2 material has a lower
work function as compared to bulk CH3NH3PbI3 material;
therefore, spontaneous electron transfer occurs from the HfS2
surface to the CH3NH3PbI3 surface which has been confirmed
by the Bader charge analysis. It means that the HfS2 surface has a
sufficient amount of holes, whereas the CH3NH3PbI3 surface
has the same amount of electrons; therefore, it has an internal
electric field which is very beneficial for photocatalytic as well as
solar cell applications. In addition, the effective masses of the
electrons and holes are smaller in both pristine 1T-HfS2 and bulk
CH3NH3PbI3 structures due to the presence of smaller effective
masses (i.e., which decrease the charge carrier recombination
rate), suitable electronic band gap, high optical absorption,
strong transition probability at particular high symmetry points,

and the highest value of spectroscopic limited maximum
efficiency confirming its potential for photovoltaic application.
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